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Publisher’s Note

Kurdish national issue, is one of the most complex and tragic issues in
the Middle East, still unresolved. The Kurds, whose origins lay in classical
antiquity, are the only native, stateless nation in the Middle-East, longing
for independence and political freedom. They have suffered greatly from
colonialism, pan-nationalisms, faced with the betrayals and the self-centeredness of world’s big powers, since the World War I. Their status have
progressed remarkably in the last decades, but there is still long way to go,
and many challenges lie ahead. This is one of the primal messages of the
book.
We are honored to publish this valuable work, from renown Chinese
scholar Tang Zhichao. He has passionately studied the Kurdish issue for
more than 15 years, and created one of the most comprehensive, voluminous and thought provoking books of the Chinese academy, in this field.
Since 1990s, globally, books written by the academy, on the Kurdish issue has increased geometrically, but translations from Chinese studies have
been rare. Thus, English readers will be able to experience and examine a
Chinese perspective, the first ever, that has been translated into English.
The regions where the Kurds live is divided by the borders of four different countries, thus the author has examined the unique natures of the
issue in the four countries in detail, paying equal importance to all; besides
particularities and universalities are dialectically combined, and the author
focuses on the key areas which are most central to explain and grasp,the
general regularities of the Kurdish national movement, and tries to answer,
both why the issue is not resolved for nearly a century, and its possible future prospects. On the other hand these findings on the general regularities,
has been re-examined in each of the four parts. At the same time, the book
also contains abundant information, chronology, maps and informative appendixes and facts, for those who desire to know more about Kurds and
their protracted national freedom struggles.
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Tang Zhichao, underlines the long course, that Kurdish national movement needs to consummate before an ultimate favorable solution can be
achieved. This is mainly due to external interventions and uncertainities,
surrounding the issue: “although the Kurds have not yet fully controlled
their own destiny, their capacity to control their fate is is growing gradually
and there exists great possibility for them to do so. However, for achieving
their long-cherished national aspirations, Kurds do not only need to develop and expand their own strengths, their achievements will also depend
on the progress of modernization, democratization and policy adjustments
of the relevant countries in the region, the changes in the international and
regional patterns, as well as the Kurds’ relations with the outside world.
Tang Zhichao also emphasizes that, both international, cross-border characteristics have been the most prominent characteristics of the Kurdish issue,
just from the beginning.
Therefore, in this book, the readers will also be able to examine the application of Marxist International Relations theory into the issue, throughout great power struggles and wars of the 20th century, and national interest conflicts. We are thankful to the Chinese editor of the book Ms. Gao
Mingxiu and the foreign relations director of Social Sciences Academic
Press in Beijing, and Canut International-Istanbul who have very cooperatively helped us in realizing this book project.
L. M. Walker
Liber Publications Intl.
London-Britain
February, 2017

Preface

Having heard associate research fellow Tang Zhichao was absorbed
in studying the Kurdish national issue in the Middle East, I’m glad to be
informed that his research finding “An Insight into the Kurdish National
Issue in the Middle East” is about to be published. As a researcher who
is engaged in the study of Middle East affairs for long years, I would like
to extend my sincere congratulations to him, because in my opinion, the
forthcoming publication of this book will satisfy people’s requirements for
an in-depth understanding of Middle East issues and realize another commendable progress of China’s research in this regard.
The Middle East, a cradle of ancient civilizations in the world and also a
hot spot of international politics filled with continuous wars and conflicts,
has witnessed the rise of many great powers and meanwhile ruined much of
their brilliance. Since the end of the Cold War, the Middle East has remained
unstable and a lot of local wars including the Afghanistan War, the Iraq War
and the Libya War broke out during the new century. Throughout the ages,
complex national and religious relations which demonstrated themselves
as collisions and fusions of various civilizations are one cause of the complexity of the issue. The sequel of the past and current fierce hegemonic
competition among leading world and regional powers and the strategic interests they are pursuing, as well as political and economic conflicts among
different countries result in deep-rooted factors associated with turmoil and
complicated international relations in this region. The underlying causes
of unrest in this area and the path to peaceful prospects are still a Gordian
Knot without a clear answer being offered yet.
There seems no shortcut for cracking such a major issue. Without being
confined to a general observation about Middle East issues, we have to
carry out profound analysis on the fundamental issues in this region and
uncover the interactive relationships among them. Only in this way can we
gradually approach a correct understanding of the turmoil and peace in the
Middle East.
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The Kurdish national issue is exactly a fundamental issue worthy of indepth analysis which influences the overall picture of international relations in a specific region. Over a century since the disintegration of the
Ottoman Empire during the First World War, this issue used to be so serious
that it dramatically affected domestic politics of some countries and their
international relations with neighbors. Under the rapidly changing situation
in the Middle East today, this fundamental issue surfaces again with an
increasing impact on the relevant countries. Issues of Syria, Iraq, Iran and
Turkey that people are currently showing great concern over are all closely
associated with the Kurdish national issue. However, despite the rapid political changes in the Middle East, the Chinese research on the Kurdish
national issue and particularly the influence, which this issue exerts on the
international relations in the Middle East appear to lag behind.
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By virtue of his research finding, Dr. Tang Zhichao has made a profound
study of the Kurdish national issue as well as its impact on international
relations of the Middle East. Based on the existing research results, he presents the national origin of the Kurds, illustrates the origin and development of the Kurdish national issue and discusses the effect of this issue to
relevant countries in the Middle East coupled with the attitude that great
powers hold towards it. Furthermore, he proposes clear and bold point of
views about the definition of this issue, the underlying root why it hasn’t
been resolved yet and its prospects in the future. The publication of his
study provides a more comprehensive and insightful pondering over this
issue, broadens the horizon of other researchers who observe the constant
changes which take place in international relations in the Middle East and
adds a valuable research result to the disciplinary construction of Middle
East research.
I wish the publication of his study would promote the research on the
Kurdish national issue and international relations in the Middle East. I also
hope that there will appear more profound research findings on the fundamental issues of the Middle East and our academy would develop an
in-depth understanding of and undertake further probe into the Middle East
issues with great endeavors.
Yang Guang
Director of the Institute of West Asian and African Studies
of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Director of the Chinese Institute of Middle East Studies
June 11, 2013

CHAPTER ONE
The Rise of Kurdish Nationalism and the
Formation of Kurdish Issue
Along with the decline and disintegration of the Ottoman Empire1 during the late 19th and early 20th century, the First World War (1914-1918)
gave rise to dramatic changes worldwide and a great surge of nationalist
movements in Asia, Africa and Latin America. We can say that the nationalist movement in the Middle East was the most remarkable one among
them. Kurdish nationalism appeared almost simultaneously with the Arab
nationalism, Turkish nationalism, Persian nationalism and Israeli nationalism (Zionism). Yet, the renounce and indifference of the Western European
big powers as well as the spread of nationalism in three major nations, such
as Turkey, Arab and Persia have shattered Kurdish nationalists’ dream of
founding an independent state. Hence the Kurdish issue came into being.
Kurdish people are the only nationality divided among five major nations
in the Middle East which has not established its own independent national
state. Since the First World War, the Kurds in all parts of the Middle East
have been struggling for national rights, self-determination and national
unity. When we look into the current situation, we can easily see that the
Kurdish issue has become more and more intense and henceforth it is evaluated as a hot issue plaguing many countries across the globe and seriously
threatening the security and the stability of Middle East.
1 The Ottoman Empire (1299-1922), also known as the Turkish Ottoman Empire, was
established by the Turks in the 13th century and named after its founder Osman I. Ottoman
Turks first settled in the east of Minor Asia (1071), then middle Anatolia where they built
the Seljuk Empire and worshiped Islam as their state religion. Afterwards, they migrated
towards West, grew increasingly powerful there, they then set up the Ottoman Empire
in Bursa, whose powers, in its prime, reached the three continents of Europe, Asia and
Africa. After the First World War, this empire was dismembered because of the defeat and
perished later with most of its territory gaining independence and imperialist dominance.
The Republic of Turkey which was established in on its native land of Asia Minor in 1923
is considered to be its successor.
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1.1 The Kurdish People and Kurdistan
1.1.1 The Origin of the Kurds
The origin of the Kurds has remained an unsolved mystery for too long.
As opinions vary, no unanimous conclusion about it can be drawn. One
vital cause is the lack of solid historical data, and another significant reason
lies in the fact that the Kurdish national culture contains a large number of
ethnic and cultural elements from neighboring peoples. Specifically, there
are several arguments about it, which can be illustrated as follows.
1. Theory of Descendants of the Medes2
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Currently, the Kurds tend to identify themselves as the descendants of
the Medes, one of the most ancient peoples in the Middle East. Some experts verified this view from the perspective of language similarity. Soviet
orientalist Vladimir Minorsky (1877-1966) demonstrated that there was a
“language-geographical commonality” between the contemporary Kurds
and the ancient Medes from the angle of “history, language and literature”.
However, a lot of scholars were opposed to the above standpoint. For example, Garnik Asatrian argued, the Kurds didn’t enjoy any special affinity with the Medes based on genes. David Neil MacKenzie, an authority
on the Kurdish language, thought that the Medes spoke a northwestern
Iranian language, while the Kurdish people speak Kurmanji which is also
a northwestern Iranian language. He argued that the contemporary Kurdish
language, which is closer to Farsi, actually has a big difference from the
language used by Medes.3
2. Theory of Descendants of the Carduchi
Fisher and other experts of Iranian studies have argued that the Carduchi,
who used to be active in Mesopotamia in as early as the 4th century BC,
were the ancestors of the Kurds,4 and the word of Kurd most probably
stemmed from Carduchi.
3. Theory of Descendants of the Cyrtians
Being a branch of the Persians, the Cyrtians “Carduchi” once widely
spread to the Zagros Mountains. Dandamayev claimed that the Cyrtians
were forefathers of the Kurdish people.5 The Cyrtians were warlike tribes
2 The Medes established the powerful Medean Empire in the Iranian plateau during the
6th century BC to the 8th century BC.
3 Antonio Panaino, Sara Circassia, the Scholarly Contribution of Ilya Gershevitch to the
Development of Iranian Studies: International Seminar, Mimesis, 2006, pp.71-72.
4 Ilya Gershevitch & William Bayne Fisher, The Cambridge History of Iran: the Median
and Achamenian Periods, Cambridge University Press, 1985, p.257.
5 “Carduchi”, http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/
Carduchi-latin-form-of-greek-kardokhoi.

which occupied in antiquity the mountainous country along the upper Tigris
near the Assyrian and Median borders.
4. The Theory of Mixture
The prestigious Kurdish scholar Izady objected to the analysis made
merely from the linguistic point of view, thinking that the Kurds had existed
long before the emergence of the Medes and the contemporary Kurdish
people are actually a mixture composed by more than one tribe including
many indigenous inhabitants. Their relationship is just like the one between
the ancient Romans and the present Italians who are known not to be the
pure descendants of the former.6
He also mentioned that the Kurdish ethnic culture includes the cultural
genes of at least five periods: Halaf culture which came into being 8,000
years ago, Ubaid culture, Hurrian culture, Aryan culture and Semitic and
Turkic culture.7 This argument is supported by many scholars.
Encyclopedia of Islam writes that the Kurdish people are a complex race,
composed of various ethnic groups.8 Encyclopedia Britannica points out
that the Kurds are descended from people who settled down in Kurdistan
long time ago and their ancestors are the Guti, the Hattians, the Kassites,
the Mitanni, the Mannai, the Mushku, the Zila, the Khaldi, the Medes and
the Adiabene.9
Although Famous Dutch scholar Martin van Bruinessen held that the
Kurdish people have heterogeneous origins, he emphasized as well that
although many peoples lived in Kurdistan during the past thousands of
years they had almost entirely disappeared as a nation or a language group
and the tribes in the Kurdistan region were not homologous. Dictionary
of International Affairs published by China Commercial Press in 1982
also notes that the Kurds are “a nation which developed after the ancient
Medean tribe (namely, the Medes) and that the Iranian tribes had infiltrated
the region of Kurdistan.”
The author is inclined to suggest the latter viewpoint of mixture.10

6 Prof. M. R. Izady, “Are Kurds Descended from the Medes?”, June 19, 2008, http://
www.kurdistanica.com/?q=node/78.
7 Mehrdad R. Izady, “Exploring Kurdish Origins”, Apr. 30, 2009, http://www.kurdistanica.com/?q=node/74.
8 “Kurds, kurdistan”, http://www.brillonline.nl/subscriber/
entry?entry=islam_COM-0544>.
9 “The Kurds”, http://www.kurdistanica.com/english/history/origine.html.
10 Dictionary of International Affairs, Commercial Press, 1982, p.276.
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1.1.2 The Kurdish Population
There has never been an accurate statistics about the Kurdish population,
for it not only involves the lack of census, but also certain political reasons.
Official data released by relevant governments have deliberately downsized the Kurdish population or simply did not recognize the existence of
the Kurds as an ethnic group, whereas the data given by Kurdish sources
are likely to be exaggerated. As a result, it is difficult to judge which statistics conform to the reality.
Recognized by various statistics, the recent 100 years has witnessed a
dramatic growth in the Kurdish population. The beige book published by
the French government in 1892 said that there were 3,012,897 Kurdish
people in the world. The data released by the Committee of Mosul Issue
affiliated to the League of Nations in 1925 revealed that there were approximately 3.2 million residents in Kurdistan, 1.5 million living in Turkey,
700,000 in Iran, 500,000 in Iraq and 300,000 in Syria and other countries.11
In 1948, some Kurdish intellectuals submitted a memorandum to the UN
which said the Kurdistan population had reached 8 million in total and demanded the UN to endow the Kurds with an independent state.
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C.J. Edmonds, the former adviser of Iraqi Interior Ministry and writer
of the book Kurds, Turks and Arabs estimated that there were all together
4 to 4.5 million Kurdish people in the year of 1950 including the 2 million
resident in Turkey, 1.1 million in Iran and 900,000 in Iraq. The Great Soviet
Encyclopedia published in 1952 said the Kurdish population had reached
to about 7.2 million, including 2 to 3 million living in Turkey, 2 to 2.5 million in Iran, 1.2 million in Iraq, 300,000 in Syria, 200,000 in Afghanistan
and Pakistan and 45,866 in the Soviet Union. During the 1960s, there were
more than 10 million Kurds in the world. Czech experts on the Kurdish
issue claimed in 1965 that the global Kurdish population was about 10.45
million with 4.6 million living in Turkey, 3 million in Iran, 1.4 million in
Iraq, 400,000 in Syria and 1 million living outside the region of Kurdistan
(for example, 300,000 in other districts of Iran, 200,000 in Afghanistan and
59,000 in the Soviet Union as well as some others living in such big cities
as Baghdad, Damascus, Istanbul and Ankara).12
The Kurdistan File published by the Kurdish Institute at Brussels in 1988
declared that there were 25 million Kurds around the world, among whom
20 million resided in Kurdistan region (10 million in Turkey, 6 million in
11 It refers to an international commission of inquiry set up by the League of Nations
after World War I to solve the attribution problem of Mosul province. Detailed information
can be found in chapters about the Iraqi Kurdish issue.
12 Abdul Rahman Ghassemlow, Kurdistan and the Kurds, Publishing House of
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, 1965.

Iran, 3 million in Iraq and 800,000 in Syria) and 5 million in other regions (500,000 in Europe, 350,000 in the Soviet Union, 150,000 in Israel,
100,000 in Lebanon and approximately 4 million in Istanbul, Baghdad,
Tehran, Damascus, Ankara, Aleppo and other big cities).13
David McDowall, an expert of the Kurdish studies, announced in 1987
that the Kurds across the globe were around 19.7 million with 9.6 million living in Turkey (accounting for 19% of the total Turkish population),
5 million in Iran (10% of the Iranian population), 3.9 million in Iraq (23%
of the Iraqi population) and 900,000 in Syria (8% of the Syrian population)
as well as 30,000 in the Soviet Union. In the year of 1991, he increased the
figure to 22.5 million with 48% living in Turkey, 24% in Iran, 18% in Iraq
and in 4% Syria.14
At present, the statistics about the Kurdish population differ sharply
around the world. Salah Aziz, an expert of the Kurdish studies from Florida
State University, argued that the global Kurdish population reached about
25 million to 30 million.15
In 2009, CIA predicted there were around 13.82 million Kurds dwelling in Turkey, 9.48 million in Iran and 3.86 to 5.79 million in Iraq, which
added up to 26 to 28 million. The US Congressional Research Dept. issued
a report in October 2010 and held that the total Kurdish population arrived
at 20 to 25 million.16 The Kurdish Language Association pointed out the
number was actually 40 million17, which is too high to be regarded as true.
The author believes there are approximately 30 million Kurdish people all
over the world.
The vast majority of world’s Kurdish population live in Kurdistan, of
whom about 55% live in Turkey, of whom about 20% live in Iraq and in
Iran respectively and about 5% live in Syria (see Fig. 1-1). In consideration of population concentration status, the Kurds are the second biggest
nation in Turkey, Iraq and Syria and the third rank in Iran where Persians
and the Azerbaijani ethnic group hold the first and the second rank respectively. Besides, in some regions outside of Kurdistan there are a large number of Kurdish people. According to the estimation made by the Kurdish
Institute of Paris, currently one-third of the Kurdish people are living outside Kurdistan, which seems a bit exaggerated.
13 The Kurdistan File, the Kurdish Institute at Brussels, 1989.
14 David McDowall, A Modern History of the Kurds, I. B. Tauris, 1991.
15 “Kurdish Studies Program at Florida State University”, http://www.xs4all.nl/-tank/
kurdish/htdocs/announce/KSF.html.
16 Kenneth Katzman, “The Kurds in Post Saddam Iraq”, October 1, 2010, RS22079,
https://opencrs.com/document/RS22079/2010-10-01/.
17 “Kurdish Unified Alphabet”, http://www.kurdishacademy.org/?q=node/2.
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In the Middle East, a great many Kurds stay in such big cities as Istanbul
Izmir, Adana and Mersin of Turkey, Baghdad of Iraq, Tehran and Tabriz
of Iran and Aleppo and Damascus of Syria. There are three million Kurds
only in Istanbul, which becomes a city with the largest Kurdish population.
About one million Kurds reside in Khorasan of northern Iran. Baghdad,
Damascus and other metropolises which contain abundant number of
Kurdish communities. In many other countries of Middle East dwell a lot
of Kurds, including Lebanon, Jordan, Yemen, Kuwait and Israel. For example, 80,000 Kurds live in Lebanon18, who account for 1% of its total
population and mainly stay in Beirut. Allegedly, Lebanese-Druze community19 leader’s the Jumblatts tribe of Kurdish descent, whose ancestors were
Ayyubids of the Saladin period and moved from Syria to southern Lebanon
during the 15th and 16th century. In the contemporary political history of
Lebanon, Kamal Jumblatt (1917-1977) and Walid Jumblatt (1949-) from
the Jumblatt tribe are well-known Lebanese politicians and the Progressive
Socialist Party led by them is the main political force in Lebanon. There are
approximately 233,500 Kurds in Kuwait, most of them coming from Iraq.20
And about 100,000 Kurdish people live in Israel.21
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18 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Institut Kurde de Paris, 2006, http://www.institutkurde.org/
en/kurdorama/.
19 As a minority sect distributed in Syria and Lebanon, the Druze belong to the Ismaili
branch of Shia Islam, whose religious beliefs, social habits, customs and traditions differ
from conventional Muslims sharply: no zakat paying, not fasting, no circumcision, no
pilgrimage, being monogamous and rarely marrying people from other ethnic groups, thus
being regarded as heretics by some other Muslims. The Druze are brave and rebellious
enough to once resist the invasion launched by the Ottoman Empire for a long term and
joined anti-imperialist uprisings more than once after their land was aggressed by British
and French people in World War I.
20 http://www.worldstatesmen.org/Kuwait.htm.
21 Lokman I. Meho, “The Kurds and Kurdistan: A General Background”, Kurdish
Culture and Society: An Annotated Bibliography, Greenwood Press, 2001, p.4.

Figure.1-1 Global Distribution of the Kurds
Source: A. Arnaiz-Villena, J. Martiez-Lasoa and J. Alonso-Garcia, “The Correlation between
Languages and Genes: The Usko-Mediterranean Peoples”, Human Immunology, No. 9, 2001, p.1057.

Today, hundreds of thousands of Kurds are dwelling in the Caucasus
and Central Asia. Among them, 150,000 live in Azerbaijan,22 34,000 to
60,000 in Georgia (mainly stay at Tbilisi and believe in Yazidi belief),23 approximately 42,139 in Armenia,24 40,000 in Turkmenistan25 and 200,000 in
Afghanistan26. And some parts of Caucasus also belong to the geographic
scope of “Kurdistan”.
Europe is the place where Kurdish immigrants gather most. At present,
about one million Kurds settle in Western Europe.27 Among them, there are
600,000 to 650,000 Kurds in Germany.28 85% of European Kurdish immigrants came from Turkey and most of the rest originated from Iraq. A report
22 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Institut Kurde de Paris, 2006, http://www.institutkurde.org/
en/kurdorama.
23 “Kurds in Georgia”, Eurominority: Portal of European Stateless Nations and
Minoritie, Quimper, France: Organization for the European Minorities, 2006, http://www.
eurominority.org.
24 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Institut Kurde de Paris, 2006, http://www.institutkurde.org/
en/kurdorama; based on another saying, there are 750,000, http://www.khrp.org/country/
armenia.htm.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 “Demographics of the Kurdish People”, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Demographics_of_Kurdish_people.
28 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Institut Kurde de Paris, 2006, http://www.institutkurde.org/
en/kurdorama/.
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released by the European Commission said that there were 1.3 million Kurds
in Western Europe. The Confederation of Kurdish Associations (KONKURD) announced that there were as many as 1.5 million Kurdish people.29 The figure estimated by the Kurdish Institute of Paris is even bigger:
800,000 to 1,000,000 Kurds live in Germany; 200,000 in the Netherlands,
120,000 to 180,000 in France, 100,000 to 150,000 respectively in Britain,
Switzerland and Sweden, 80,000 to 100,000 in Belgium, 50,000 to 80,000
separately in Greece and Finland, 60,000 in Denmark, 50,000 to 60,000 in
Austria, 40,000 to 60,000 in Norway, 50,000 in Italy.30
Besides, a number of Kurds live in Russia and Eastern Europe and there
are nearly 100,000 living in Russia.31
Approximately 30,000 Kurdish people dwell in North America, of whom
15,000 to 20,000 settle down in the U.S and 6,000 to 7,000 in Canada.32
The largest Kurdish communities in the US are Nashville of Tennessee and
San Diego of California. Another assertion claims that there are all together
100,000 Kurds in the US and 50,000 in Canada.33
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In the Asian-Pacific region, there are about 15,000 Kurds residing in
Australia, and many Kurdish people have immigrated to Australia via
Indonesia during recent years. A few Kurds live in Japan, where Kawaguchi
City of Saitama enjoys the largest number of Kurds. But over the years, the
Japanese government hasn’t granted them refugee status.34
Beluchistan region of Pakistan witnesses a lot of Kurds. Born into a rich
Kurdish tribe from Isfahan of Iran, the mother of Benazir Bhutto, former
Pakistani Prime Minister, is of Kurdish descent.
There are a small number of Kurds in Somalia and Eritrea of Africa.
Most Kurds living in Somali are the Kurds who used to stay in Iraq and
were sent to exile during the Saddam Hussein regime.

29 “EU Urges Turkey to Find Political Solution to Kurdish Issue”, Mar.31, 2012, http://
www.ekurd.net/mismas/articles/misc2012/3/turkey3865.htm.
30 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Kurdish Institute of Paris, http://www.institutkurde.org/en/
kurdorama.
31 Lord Russell Johnston, “The Cultural Situation of the Kurds”, Council of Europe,
July 2006, http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=/Documents/WorkingDocs/Doc06/
EDOC11006.htm.
32 “The Kurdish Diaspora”, Institut Kurde de Paris, 2006, http://www.institutkurde.org/
en/kurdorama/.
33 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurdish_people#Diaspora.
34 “Japan: Kurd Refugees Hopefuls’ Ally Speaks out”, Japan Times, Jan. 15, 2009.

1.1.3 Kurdistan—Homeland of the Kurds
The Kurds have settled in a place named “Kurdistan” (Kurdistān in
Arabic and Kordestān in Persian; the suffix of “stan” means “place-land”
in Persian). As a Persian concept of cultural geography, Kurdistan means
“the land of the Kurds” in the literal sense. Encyclopedia Britannica describes Kurdistan as “a region mainly inhabited by the Kurdish people in
the past”.35
It is difficult to delineate the boundaries of Kurdistan in an accurate way,
but it is roughly located at 37-38 °N and 33-40 °E with about 1,000 km
from north to south, almost 750 km from east to west in its northern tip
and approximately 200 km from east to west in its southern end. It reaches
Bākhtarān (the previous Kermanshah) of Iran in the east, Kirkuk of Iraq
in the south, Yerevan of Armenia in the north and Aleppo of Syria and the
upstream of the Euphrates of Turkey in the west. Geographically, it appears a narrow arc zone covering eastern Turkey, western Iran, northern
Iraq and northeastern Syria as well as a small region of Armenia. Therefore,
Kurdistan “remains a multinational humanly and geographical district only
with an estimated scope but without clear boundaries”36.
As for the region of Kurdistan, there is much controversy. Five specific
versions are illustrated as follows: first, Kurdistan extends in an area of
392,000 square kilometers with 190,000 in Turkey, 125,000 in Iran, 65,000
in Iraq and 12,000 in Syria (refer to Figure 1-2);37 second, 409,650 square
kilometers with 194,400 in Turkey, 124,950 in Iran, 72,000 in Iraq and
18,300 in Syria;38 third, 518,000 square kilometers;39 fourth, 500,000 square
kilometers;40 fifth, Encyclopedia Britannica states that Kurdistan only covers an area of 191,660 square kilometers.41
Close to the second one, the first figure is currently believed to be the most
representative. It is worth mentioning that the title of Kurdistan has not been
recognized in the official maps of the countries in the Middle East yet. Iran officially admits Kurdistan which however only refers to its Kurdistan Province.
The Kurds usually regard the Kurdish part of Turkey as Northern Kurdistan,
that of Iran as Eastern Kurdistan, that of Iraq as Southern Kurdistan and that
of Syria as Western Kurdistan. Various parts of Kurdistan enjoy different
35 “Kurdistan”, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/325241/Kurdistan.
36 Encyclopedia of China (Vol. 13), Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, the
Second Edition, 2009, p.148.
37 http://www.encislam.brill.nl/data/EncIslam/C4/COM-0544.html.
38 Abdul Rahman Ghacsemlon, Kurdistan and the Kurds, Publishing House of
Czechoslovok Academy of Sciences, Prague, 1965.
39 Anthony C. Lobaido etc., Asian Kurds, translated by Zheng Xinyang, China Water
Conservancy and Hydropower Press, 2004, p.4.
40 The Kurdistan File.
41 “Kurdistan”, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/325241/Kurdistan.
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political statuses and administrative divisions in relevant countries. Turkey
does not recognize the existence of an independent Kurdistan and generally
claims it as Southeastern Anatolia or “Eastern Region”. Although Iran acknowledges Kurdistan and has set up the Kurdistan Province, its area only
covers a very small part of the Kurdish region in this country. Iraq also admits
the Kurdish district and has established the Kurdish Autonomous Region,
but the central government disagrees sharply with the Kurds in the range of
Kurdistan.42 Syria does not recognize the Kurdish region either.
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Figure. 1-2 Distribution of Kurdistan
Source: http://www.encislam.brill.nl/data/EncIslam/C4/COM-0544.html.

42

Encyclopedia of China (Vol. 13), p.148.
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Fig. 1-3 Map of
Kurdistan

Source: Perry Castaneda Library
Map Collection at The University
of Texas at Austin: http://www.
lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_
and_asia/kurdish_lands_92.jpg.

Most residents living in Kurdistan, where there are also a certain number
of Arabs, Jews, Armenians, Turkmen and Assyrians43, are Kurdish people,
who stay in major cities including Diyarbakir, Bitlis and Van of Turkey, Arbil,
Mosul and Kirkuk44 of Iraq, Kermanshah of Iran and Qamishli of Syria.
Dominated by mountains and plateaus geographically, Kurdistan has less
plains and a freezing climate. With an average altitude of 1,000 to 1,500
meters, Southern Kurdistan holds a sub-tropical climate. In its hot and dry
summer, the annual precipitation is about 200 to 400 mm. Yet, its low altitude regions such as valleys receive abundant rainfall with an annual precipitation of about 700 to 2,000 mm and even 3,000 mm occasionally.
It has plenty of valleys, forests and rivers. Almost gathering all the
plains of Kurdistan, Southern Kurdistan is regarded as one of the granaries in Iraq. Going from the middle to the north, the climate turns to
an arid continental climate. During the severely cold winter, the average
temperature is 4 C˚ and the annual rainfall is 300 to 500 mm. Some higher
parts of the mountains are covered by snow for about seven months a year.
The dramatic temperature swing can reach as high as 80 C˚. The temperature in the winter of some regions of Northern Kurdistan like Karaca Dağ
is as low as -40 C˚, whereas the temperature in the summer of Southern
Kurdistan reaches up to 40-45 C˚.
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Characterized by a network of endless mountains, Kurdistan enjoys northto-south Zagros Mountains in its east and east-to-west Taurus Mountains in
its north. Zagros Mountains are the largest mountain range inside Iraq and
Iran. Located in the southwest of the Iranian plateau, its north-south main
43 Assyrians who are now settling in the region of Mosul, in Iraq are about 50,000
in number and believe in Christianity. They claim that their ancestors are the ancient
Assyrians. However, some experts say they actually originated from Hakkari Province of
the Kurdish region in Turkey. During the regime of the Ottoman Empire, Europeans saw
them as their potential ally within the Ottoman territory. Around 1870, there were about
97,000 Kurds in Hakkari. For supporting the Allies, Assyrians were slaughtered throughout
World War I. British people transferred the rest—approximately 20,000 Assyrians to the
Kurdish region of Iraq. Assyrians have accused the Kurds of being the accomplices who
helped the Ottoman government massacring their compatriots. During the British mandate in Iraq, British people treated the Assyrians as an important ally and set up an army
mainly composed of Assyrians to suppress the Kurdish rebellions. Therefore, later the
Kurdish people and Arabic officers from the Iraqi army killed a large number of Assyrian
officers jointly, which led to the collapse of the Assyrian Legion. After the Gulf War, many
Assyrians emigrated to Europe and America. Today, about 50,000 Assyrians reside in Iraq.
Assyrians have established Assyrian Democratic Movement (ADM) and participated in
political activities in the Iraqi region of Kurdistan.
44 A large number of Kurds live in Kirkuk Province and the city of Kirkuk, but whether
it is a Kurdish city remains uncertain and the Kurds, Arabs, Turkmen and the Turkish
government have a big controversy on this issue, which also becomes one of the major
contradictions between the local Turkmen (Turkey supported) local leaders/governments of
Iraq and the Iraqi central government coupled with the Turkish government.

body winds from Northwestern Turkey and Iran-Iraq borders to the Persian
Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz, stretching about 1,500 kilometers long, over
300 km wide and an average of 3,000 meters high. Being high in the west
and low in the east, its peak Mount Ararat lies in Turkey with an elevation
of 5,156 meters. Zard Kuh (4,548 meters above sea level) is the peak of
Zagros Mountains inside Iran, and Ibrahim (3,549 meters above sea level)
is the highest mountain within the borders of Iraq. This mountain chain
gradually lowers from the northwest to the southeast. Valleys and foothills
in its parallel western mountains have a high altitude and a mild climate,
thus being one of Iran’s major populated regions.
As the major mountain ranges in south-central Turkey, Taurus Mountains
are situated at the edge of the Anatolian Plateau, extending from Lake
Eğirdir in the north of Antalya to the upper reaches of the Euphrates and the
Tigris in the west, and have an average altitude of more than 2000 meters
with a 3,756-meter peak. In addition, famous mountains include Alborz
Mountains and Pontiac Mountains. The highest mountain in the Kurdish
district inside Iraq is Damavand Mountain, which is as high as 5,771 meters. Extending from Diyala to Kirkuk of Iraq, the Hamlin Mount is treated
as a natural dividing line between the Iraqi Kurdistan and the Arab region.
The Great Rift Valley of Anatolia in Northern Kurdistan is an active seismic fault line, where earthquakes often take place. For instance, the big
earthquake in 1939 took away the lives of more than 30,000 people. Over
thousands of years, the Kurdish people have inhabited big mountains, therefore being referred to as “people of mountains”. There is a proverb popular with the Kurds—“Except mountains, the Kurdish have no friends”—
which vividly illustrates the special meaning mountains have for the Kurds.
Judi Mount and Ararat Mount are two highest mountains in Turkey (5,156
meters above sea level) play vital roles in the Kurdish folk legends. Judi
Mount is the most important mountain in the legend, while Ararat Mount is
the place where the Noah’s Ark docked after the Great Flood according to
the Old Testament of Genesis.

1.1.4 Resources in the Kurdish Region
The Kurdish region is famous for its water and hydrocarbon resources,
which are the natural wealth of the Kurds. Kurdistan is a region which
boasts the most abundant water resources and functions as the most crucial
water source in West Asia. With sufficient rainfall around the place, some
mountains are covered by snow throughout the year. Furthermore, there
are numerous lakes and rivers, including the two noticeable rivers in the
Middle East, the Euphrates and the Tigris, as well as many other rivers
which originate from Kurdistan. The Euphrates and the Tigris jointly gave
birth to one of the oldest civilizations in the world—the Mesopotamian
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civilization (also known as the Two Rivers Civilization; Mesopotamia is
what the ancient Greeks call the two rivers) and meanwhile have nurtured
local residents like Arabs and Kurds. The Euphrates and the Tigris both
stem from Kurdistan inside Turkey. Being less than 80 kilometers apart,
rivers of Euphrates and Tigris flow southward through Syria and Iraq,
converge inside Iraq and eventually reach the sea at the Persian Gulf. The
Euphrates River is about 2,800 km long and the Tigris River is approximately 1,900 km in length. The two rivers are usually divided into three
segments: the upper reaches gradually go downward from the source at
the altitude of 1,830-3,050 meters and flow amid the eastern mountains
and valleys of the Anatolian Plateau, the middle reaches pass between the
northern highland of Syria and the highland of Iraq with an elevation of
366 meters to 52 meters on the top of the delta; the lower reaches are alluvial plains caused by both of the two rivers. They converge and form the
Shatt al-Arab at Al-Qurnah and finally flow into the Persian Gulf. In addition, other rivers originating from Kurdistan are: the Ceyhan River (509 km
long; in south-central part of Turkey,), the Kura River (1,515 km) and Aras
River (also named the Aras River which flows through Turkey, Armenia,
Iran and Azerbaijan into the Caspian Sea and has a total length of 1,072
km, being one of the longest rivers in the Caucasus) in Turkey; the Karun
River, the White River and the Halil River (390 km long) in Iran; the Great
Zab River (400 km long; coming from Van Golu (Van Lake) in the Taurus
Mountains of Turkey and converging with the Tigris at Mosul of Iraq), the
Little Zab River (400 km long; stemming from the Zagros Mountains of
Iraqi part of Kurdistan and converging with the Tigris in Iraq) and Shatt
al-Arab (190 km long; being situated at southeastern Mesopotamia Plain
and caused by the convergence of the Tigris, the Euphrates and the Karun;
the lower reaches lie in the boundary rivers of Iran and Iraq, which hold
controversy on the belonging of this river) within the borders of Iraq; the
Khabur River in Syria (405 km; Syria’s longest river; a tributary of the
Euphrates; flowing through the territory of Syria; the alluvial Khabur Delta
formed by this river is a vital irrigated agricultural field in Syria). With numerous lakes, Kurdistan is the place which hosts the most intensive water
areas in West Asia. Its major lakes are: the Van Lake in Turkey (Turkey’s
largest lake and also the world’s fourth largest freshwater lake with an area
of 3,755 sq km), Lake Urmia in Iran (being called Lake Rezaiyeh and Lake
Chichast in the past and the largest saltwater lake in the Middle East as well
as the world’s third largest saltwater lake with a surface area up to 5,000 sq
km) and Lake Dukan (the largest lake in the Kurdistan part of Iraq with a
surface area of about 270 sq km), Duhok Lake and Zariwar in Iraq.

Oil is the greatest wealth that the Kurds possess. The Persian GulfZagros Basin is a place with the richest oil and gas resources in the world.
According to relevant statistics, the oil and gas reserves of the Zagros Basin
and the Persian Gulf Basin respectively account for 42.6% and 24.7% of
the world’s total.
In terms of the equivalent weight, the oil and gas reserves that have been
proven in the two basins account for 34.6% of the world’s total.45 Oil and
gas resources of the Kurdish region are mainly distributed in the Kurdish
areas inside Iraq and Iran as well as Syria. The Kurdish region within the
borders of Iraq enjoys the richest oil resources, which were discovered by
the British people in the early 20th century and became a significant reason
why the Kurds could not have established their own independent country.
The Iraqi government announced that 30 billion barrels of oil had been
discovered in its Kurdish region. However, the Kurdish regional government in Iraq said there were about 45 billion barrels of oil and 100 trillion
to 200 trillion cubic feet of natural gas there (1 cubic foot is equal to 0.028
cubic meter).46 Oil of the Iraqi Kurdish region is mainly stored in the central foothills of the Western Zagros Mountains. Meanwhile, its natural gas
reserves are also abundant. The Iraqi Kirkuk Oil Field is situated at the
Zagros Basin. Being one of the largest oil fields in the world, it was discovered in 1927 with a reserve of 232.88 million tons.47 The abundant oil and
gas resources have endowed the Kurds with great wealth and also changed
their fate. As the major oil-producing area, the Kurdish region inside Syria
boasts oil resources too, but they are relatively small in number. Among its
various oil fields, The Suwaidiyeh was known to the world in 1959 with
20.55 million tons of oil reserves.48
Mountainous areas in the Kurdish region enjoy rich forest resources.
With 16 million hectares of forests covering 160,000 sq km land, it mainly
possesses firs, cypresses, cedars, oaks and sycamores as well as plane trees,
willows, euphrates poplars, white poplars and chestnuts. Yet, due to the
long-term deforestation, forests are declining in number each year. Remote
mountains of Northern Iraq are covered by dense forests characterized by
plenty of white poplars and oaks. In low lands and valleys there grow a lot
of walnut, fig and almond trees. Besides, iron ore, chrome ore and other
mineral resources are also very rich.
45 Bai Guoping ed., Geological Features of Oil and Gas in the Hydrocarbon Fields of the
Middle East, China Petrochemical Press, 2007, p. 133.
46 Oil Temptation in the Kurdish Region, China-Iraq Economic and Trade Network,
September 2, 2011, http: //www.china.iraq.org/news_detail.asp key = A00770027 & id =
4449.
47 Bai Guoping ed., Geological Features of Oil and Gas in the Hydrocarbon Fields of the
Middle East, p. 134.
48 Ibid.
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1.1.5 Cultural Features and Lifestyles of Kurds
As a mixed culture influenced by the Kurdish historical tradition and other ethnic cultures also existing in this region, the Kurdish culture possesses
both its uniqueness and diversity. The biggest external factor impacting the
Kurdish cultural identity has been the Persian culture. These two cultures
share similarities in language, religion, customs, festivals, etc.
The Kurdish region is one of the birthplaces of the oldest civilizations in
the Middle East, such as the Two Rivers Civilization. In 1994, people found
Göbekli Tepe in Eastern Turkey, which dated back to at least 12,000 years
ago. Göbekli Tepe is the oldest human remains in the world, being much
older than Stonehenge (3,000 BC) of England and the pyramids (2,500 BC)
of Egypt. Some scholars claim that it is probably the Garden of Eden mentioned in the Bible. This region is also the cradle of agriculture, for it is the
place where the human’s first transition from gathering to farming took place.
The most primitive grains such as ryes and oats were also planted here. The
world’s first pigs, sheep and cattle were domesticated in Eastern Turkey.49
1.1.5.1 Language
A significant sign of distinguishing the Kurds, Arabs, Persians and Turks
is their language. Despite being Muslims like their neighbors, the Kurds
differ from them largely because they speak Kurdish. The language of
Kurdish is an indispensable factor that leaders of the Kurdish movements in
the 20th century as well as ordinary Kurds have used to define their Kurdish
characteristics and that makes the Kurds most cohesive. The Kurdish language belongs to the Indo-Iranian family of Indo-European languages. The
Indo-Iranian language family is mainly divided into Indo-Aryan branch and
Iranian branch which is composed of Persian, Kurdish, Balochi, Pashto, etc.
The number of people who speak Kurdish is only second to Persian.
The word order of Kurdish is basically the same as that of Persian, which
takes on the structure of Subject-Predicate-Object. The Kurds enjoy a long
history, but the Kurdish language is rarely mentioned in literature. It officially came into being during the 15th to the 17th century. Maurizio Garzoni,
an Italian missionary who used to live in the Kurdish region for 18 years,
published the first linguistic book about the Kurdish language in the year
of 1787 which was the first professional Kurdish book in the history of the
Kurds, therefore being respectfully addressed as “Father of the Kurdish
Linguistics”50. At present, no unified standard has been set for the Kurdish
49 Many Mysterious Huge Stones Have Been Discovered in Turkey and Suspected of
Being the Ruins of the Garden of Eden, http: //news.xinhuanet.com/tech/2009-03/06/content_10954134.htm.
50 Mirella Galetti, “Kurdistan and Its Christians”, World Congress of Kurdish Studies,
Sept. 6-9, 2006.
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